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“Reductio ab Absurdum”
According to Wikipedia, “In logic, reductio ab absurdum is a form of argument which attempts either to disprove a statement by showing it inevitably leads to
a ridiculous, absurd, or impractical conclusion, or to prove one by showing that if it were not true, the result would be absurd or impossible.” To this point,
we have argued since October 2008 that a new secular bull market had begun. Secular bull markets have three “legs” to them. The first leg of this secular bull
market actually began in October 2008 when 92.6% of all the stocks on the NYSE made new annual lows. Sure, the major indices went lower into the March
2009 lows because the Financials kept going down, but the majority of stocks made their lows in October 2008. The first leg of the bull market ended in May
2015 and the equity markets went into a trading range, which, as we anticipated, was an extended upside consolidation. The second leg began in February
2016 and it is typically the longest and strongest leg of a bull market. It’s driven the Federal Reserve’s accommodative monetary policy that fostered the first
leg, but in the second leg the economy and earnings begin to improve noticeably. When the second leg will end is unknowable, but when it does there will be
another upside consolidation leading to the third bull leg, which typically is the speculative “blow off” leg and the end of the secular bull market. In the 1982
to 2000 secular bull market, the third leg began in early 1995 and ended in the spring of 2000.
So, now we know what a secular bull market looks like, but how do we invest in it? Given the
unmerciful “Buying Stampede” unleashed since the presidential election, I thought it would be
appropriate to republish one of the quips from a previous strategy report, because its wisdom is as
current now as it was when my departed friend Richard Russell (Dow Theory Letters) first wrote it
decades ago. I like this story:
“In the investment world, wealthy investors have one major advantage over the little guy, the stock
market amateur and the neophyte speculator. The advantage wealthy investors possess is they
DON’T NEED THE MARKETS. I can’t begin to tell you what a huge difference that makes, both in one’s
mental attitude and in the actual handling of one’s account. The wealthy investor doesn’t need the
market, because he already has all the income he needs. He has money coming in via bonds, T-bills,
money market funds, real estate, and stocks. In other words, the wealthy investor never feels
pressured to ‘make money’ in the market.
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“Reductio ab Absurdum”
Continued from page 1
“The wealthy investor tends to be an expert on values. When bonds are cheap and bond yields are irresistibly high, he buys bonds.
When stocks are on the bargain table and stock yields are attractive, he buys stocks. When real estate is a great value, he buys real
estate. When great art or fine jewelry is on the ‘giveaway table,’ he buys them. In other words, the wealthy investor puts his money
where the values are. And if there are no outstanding values, the wealthy investor waits. He can afford to wait. He has money
coming in daily, weekly, monthly. In other words, he doesn’t need the market. He knows what he is looking for, and he doesn’t
mind waiting weeks, months or years (they call it patience).
“What about the little guy? This fellow always feels pressured to ‘make money,’ to ‘force the market to do something for him.’
When this fellow isn’t buying stocks at 3% yields, he’s off to Vegas or Atlantic City trying to win at craps or he’s spending ten bucks
a week on lottery tickets or he’s ‘investing’ in some crackpot real estate scheme with an outfit that his bowling buddy told him
about. And because the little guy is forcing the market to do something for him, he’s a consistent and constant loser. The little
guy doesn’t understand values, so he always overpays. He loves to gamble, so he always has the odds against him. He doesn’t
understand compounding and he doesn’t understand money. He’s the typical American, and he’s perpetually in debt.
“The little guy is in hock, and he’s always sweating, sweating to make payments on his house, his refrigerator, his car or his
lawnmower. He’s impatient, and he constantly feels pressured. He tells himself he has to make money fast. And he dreams of
‘big bucks.’ In the end, the little guy wastes his money on the market, he loses his money on gambling, and he dribbles it away on
senseless schemes. In brief, this ‘money-nerd’ spends his life running up the down-escalator. Now here’s the ironic part of it. If,
from the beginning, the little guy had adopted a strict policy of never spending more than his income, if he had taken that extra
income and compounded it in safe, income-producing securities – in due time he’d have money coming in daily, weekly, and
monthly – just like the rich guy. Then in due time, he’d start acting and thinking like the rich guy. In short, the little guy would
become a financial winner instead of a loser.”
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There Are Three Legs to a Secular Bull Market (1982 – 2000)
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Economic & Market Update
Equity Markets/Technical Analysis

Monetary Policy, Inflation, FX

 Market Outlook – The major U.S. indices just completed
their seventh straight week of gains; the longest streak
since late 2014. Valuation levels are high with earnings
growth expectations and potential tax cuts baked in.
Special Counsel Mueller seems to be just getting started
with the low-hanging fruit on indictments. The next several
weeks will be telling.

 FOMC Minutes – Nothing
surprising in minutes from Sep.
19-20 policy meeting. We know
(dot plot) ¾ of officials think
appropriate to raise rates at least
once more this year. Note: policy
statement Nov. 1.

 S&P 500 Earnings
The 3Q17 blended earnings growth rate for the S&P 500 is
now 4.7%. This is up from 3% on September 30. Not
surprising given the hurricane impact, the Insurance group is
the largest detractor (-66%). Ex-Insurance, the growth rate
would jump to 7.4%.
With more than 50% of S&P 500 companies reporting, 76%
have reported positive EPS surprises and 67% have reported
positive sales surprises.
Six sectors are reporting earnings growth for the quarter, led
by Energy.

 New Fed Chair talk – President
Trump expected to name Fed
governor Jerome Powell next
Chairman of Federal Reserve on
Thursday, Nov. 2.
Seen as a “safe” choice, largely
supported Yellen’s approach to
monetary policy, i.e. not wanting
to attempt big changes in Fed
policy. Outside candidate, John
Taylor seen as much more
hawkish.

S&P 500 Earnings estimates*
2017 - $125.50, 2018 - $144.07
Current P/E: 2017 – 20.5x, 2018 – 17.9x
Earnings estimates have come down slightly but
valuations have expanded by a turn and half a turn,
respectively.
S&P 500
Key support: 2540, 2508, 2600
Key resistance: 2583, 2600
 Sector weightings
Overweight: Technology, Health Care, Financials, Industrials,
Energy
Equal Weight: Materials
Underweight: Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples,
Utilities, Real Estate, Telecom
Source: FactSet, Raymond James Research.

U.S. Economy
 Real GDP (Bureau of Economic
Analysis) –The Advance estimate of
3Q GDP was stronger than expected
at 3.0% compared to the median
forecast of 2.7%. Consumer spending,
business fixed investment and
homebuilding all weakened – some
hurricane impact.

Global Economy
 Bank of Japan (BOJ) Policy
Decision (Oct. 31) – The BOJ
elected (8-1) to hold policy
steady as Western peers begin
unwinding stimulus. Short-term
rates stay in negative territory
at -0.1% and asset purchase
plan continues.

 Consumer Confidence (Conference
 ECB Policy Decision (Oct. 26) –
Board) - Stronger than expected (125.9
The European Central Bank left
vs. 121.0), fueled by continued
short-term interest rates
improvement in current job market
unchanged, as expected. The ECB
perceptions and expectations of better
also announced that it would
business conditions in the months
extend its asset purchases to
September, but at half the
ahead.
current monthly pace (beginning
 Industrial Production (Federal
in January). The ECB has
Reserve) – Matched expectations.
maintained that it expects that
Hurricane effects can be seen in the
short-term interest rates won’t
details (energy exploration), but the
be raised until asset purchases
 Inflation data:
impact is harder to pull out of the
end (hence, the announcement
Beige Book – modest price
manufacturing data. Still, the trend in
pushed out market expectations
pressures, increased manuf. input
factory output had been relatively soft
of when rate increases will
costs, transportation/
before the hurricanes (despite the
begin).
energy/construction prices
bullish ISM manufacturing survey
increased more rapidly
 Bank of Canada (BOC) Policy
results). July (lower) and August
(hurricanes)
Decision (Oct. 25) - The Bank of
(higher) were revised, leaving factory
CPI – up 2.2% from year ago.
Canada’s decision to stand pat
output down for quarter.
PPI – up 0.4% as expected,
was not a big surprise (following
 September Employment Report
reflecting 3.4% bump in energy
hikes at the two previous
(Bureau of Labor Statistics) – Weaker
meetings). A tightening bias
 Exchange rates (October 30)
than expected, but hurricane impact
remains.
uncertain. Average hourly earnings
EUR/USD ....... $1.164
rose 0.5% in September, and July and
GBP/USD ....... $1.325
August was revised higher.
USD/JPY ...... ¥113.39
October report due Friday Nov. 3
USD/CAD....... $1.288
S&P 500 earnings estimates are bottom-up operating earnings as of 10/26/17 market close, provided by Standard & Poor’s.
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S&P 500 - Daily
The S&P 500 has enjoyed a decent October, though it’s really been more because of a lack of downside rather than tremendous gains. The
index, so far, has remained capped by that red resistance line, but there still exists a fair amount of support underneath current levels.

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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S&P 500 - Weekly
The big picture still looks extremely good for the S&P 500. The combination of improving earnings, an improving global economy, low interest
rates, and modest inflation has contributed to the ebullient environment for U.S. stocks. No major red flags currently exist when looking
strictly at the price chart, and there should be plenty of major support (green lines) to help prevent extreme downside.

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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Breadth Review (September 1, 2016 – October 26, 2017)
Market breadth hit very strong levels in early October but has since dipped in the last few weeks. This is something to watch, since declining
breadth can often precede weakness in the major averages.

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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Dow Theory
The interaction between the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the Dow Jones Transportation Average, the two components of Dow Theory,
remains constructive. The Industrials, especially, have been red hot lately, but both indices are reflecting strength in the U.S. stock market.

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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Russell 2000
For most of 2017, the Russell 2000 was having trouble climbing above the top of a “megaphone” broadening pattern, but the index finally
broke out in late September. That led to a quick run-up in small-cap prices and then a subsequent consolidation or cool-off period. Overall
though, the positive action in the small caps supports the strength in the broader market.

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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Technology Sector Back to Leading
One possible cause for concern over the summer was that the Technology sector had hit long-term resistance at the top of the channel it had
traded within going back to early 2010. That resistance did cause Tech to slow its trajectory a bit, but it never really created significant
weakness in what has been one of the market’s leading areas the last few years. Now, Tech has broken out from that range, which is a very
bullish sign, and is back to looking very favorable.

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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U.S. Dollar Index
The U.S. Dollar Index had been weak for practically all of 2017 heading into September, but the last three months have created what looks to
be an inverse head-and-shoulders pattern that implies we could see some strength in the dollar in the near term.

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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10-Year U.S. Treasury Rate
The strength in the U.S. dollar has coincided with higher U.S. interest rates over the last several weeks. The benchmark 10-Year U.S. Treasury
looked as if it was breaking down under the key 2.10% level back in early September, but that proved to be a false move and the rate has
responded by quickly trading up over important resistance at 2.40%. That 2.40% level is now one to watch as probable support, with the next
major resistance zone around 2.60%-2.62%.

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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WTI Crude Oil
Crude oil continues to trade mostly range-bound, but it has managed to stay above $50 for the last few weeks. Stable oil prices may help
entice investors back into the Energy sector, but material upside in oil is unlikely unless it proves it can first climb above the important $55
level that capped prices earlier this year.

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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Gold
Gold has been disappointing the last few weeks after what appeared to be a very important breakout above long-term resistance back in
August. That breakout did lead to a pop up into the high $1300s, but it has since pulled back to the former resistance line that now could act
as support (green line). Current levels could be a decent entry point on this pullback, but be careful if the price drops below that green
support line (~$1250).

Source: Stockcharts.com.
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The Economy in Brief
Real GDP rose at a 3.0% annual rate in the advance estimate for 3Q17 (vs. a 2.1% average in the first two quarters of the
year). The hurricanes had both positive and negative effects. Consumer spending growth was restrained. The rebound in
energy exploration added significantly to business fixed investment in the first half of the year, but Hurricane Harvey limited
that contribution in 3Q17. Inventory growth picked up, likely reflecting hurricane effects. Harvey reduced imports of
petroleum (inventories have a negative sign in the GDP calculation). It’s impossible to calculate a precise economic impact
of the hurricanes, but any effects will balance out over time, with no significant long-lasting effects.
Hurricane Irma appears to have advanced seasonal layoffs associated with the end of the summer travel season, but we
should see rebound in the October data. Labor force constraints are expected to become more binding heading into 2018.
Core inflation has continued to trend well below the Fed’s 2% goal, but policymakers continue to view the shortfall as
temporary. A December rate hike appears to be factored into the financial markets, but the Fed’s decisions will remain
data-dependent.

Washington Developments
FY18 Budget/Debt Ceiling: The Treasury Department reported a $666 billion federal budget deficit for FY17.
Tax Reform: Republicans have given up on tax “reform” and are focused now on tax “cuts.” The process is expected to be
difficult, but not impossible (the House narrowly approved its budget blueprint, 216-212). The current plan would
add $1.5 trillion to the national debt if not offset by spending cuts. Treasury reported a $666 billion deficit for FY17.
Trade Policy: A misstep on trade policy has been seen as a major risk in the economic outlook. The hope is that NAFTA
renegotiations will be done around the edges and not disrupt supply chains.
Fed Personnel: President Trump is reported to be leaning toward current Fed Governor Jerome Powell to replace Janet Yellen
as Fed chair. Powell would be a comfortable choice for the financial markets.
The Russia Thing: Special Counsel Mueller’s investigation is reported to be progressing, but will take time. Financial market
participants haven’t expressed much concern, but that may change at some point.
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Economic Outlook – Key Themes
Moderate Growth
Domestic economy
 Consumer fundamentals remain strong (jobs, wages)
 Retail sales were soft in July and August


Clearance promotions boosted vehicle sales sharply in September



Hurricanes had a mixed, but temporary impact

 Housing fundamentals are strong, but affordability and supply issues will continue
 Some choppiness month-to-month, but year-over-year trends remain strong


Higher building costs, limited supply of homes for sales, reduced affordability

 Business fixed investment improved in 1H17
 Rebound in energy exploration, strength in exports


Business sentiment remains elevated

Long-term demographic restraints
 Slower labor force growth than in previous decades (+0.6% / year over next 10 years)
 And 40% of that is projected to be immigration (could be slower)
 Fed notes some signs that labor market constraints are restraining economic growth
 Better trend economic growth depends on stronger growth in productivity
Rest of the world





Brexit negotiations expected to be difficult
China economic restructuring likely to be uneven, concerns about high debt levels
Near-term global economic outlook has continued to improve
Demographic constraints will limit the long-term pace of global growth
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The Hurricanes Had Mixed Effect on 3Q17 GDP Growth
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Hurricanes Reduced Payrolls in September
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Hurricanes Boosted Seasonal Job Losses
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Hurricane Irma Prevented Many From Getting to Work
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The Unemployment Rate Continues to Trend Lower
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Involuntary Part-Time Employment is Trending Lower
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Nominal Wage Growth is Trending Up Again
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Wage Growth Appears to be Picking Up Across Industries
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Incentives Boosted Vehicle Sales in September
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Orders and Shipments of Capital Goods are Rising
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The ISM Manufacturing Index is Relatively Strong
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Factory Output Fell in 3Q17
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Core Inflation Has Fallen Further From the Fed’s 2% Goal
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Deflation in Goods; Moderate Inflation in Services
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There is Some Pressure in the Inflation Pipeline
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The U.S. Dollar Has Bounced Off This Year’s Lows
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Federal Reserve Policy
“The biggest surprise in the U.S. economy this year has been inflation. Earlier this year, the 12-month
change in the price index for personal consumption expenditures (PCE) reached 2 percent, and core PCE
inflation reached 1.9 percent. These readings seemed consistent with the view that inflation had been
held down by both the sizable fall in oil prices and the appreciation of the dollar starting around mid2014, and that these influences have diminished significantly by this year. Accordingly, inflation seemed
well on its way to the FOMC's 2 percent inflation objective on a sustainable basis…
“My best guess is that these soft readings will not persist, and with the ongoing strengthening of labor
markets, I expect inflation to move higher next year. Most of my colleagues on the FOMC agree. In the
latest Summary of Economic Projections, my colleagues and I project inflation to move higher next year
and to reach 2 percent by 2019.”
-- Yellen Speech (October 15)
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Fed Officials Expect Gradual Interest Rate Increases
(One More in 2017, Uncertain for 2018-2020)
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Federal Reserve Policy – Balance Sheet Reduction
The Federal Open Market Committee directed the Open Market Trading Desk at the New York Fed “to reinvest each
month’s principal payments from Treasury securities, agency debt, and agency mortgage-backed securities (MBS) only to
the extent that such payments exceed gradually rising caps”:

Monthly Caps on SOMA Securities Reinvestment
Treasury Securities

Agency Securities

Oct – Dec 2017

$6 billion

$4 billion

Jan – Mar 2018

$12 billion

$8 billion

Apr – Jun 2018

$18 billion

$12 billion

Jul – Sep 2018

$24 billion

$16 billion

From Oct 2018**

$30 billion

$20 billion

*Applies to combined principal payments of agency debt and agency MBS.
**Once caps reach their maximum amounts, they will remain in effect until the Committee judges that the Federal Reserve
is holding no more securities than necessary to implement monetary policy efficiently and effectively.
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Economic Indicator
Growth

Status

Comments
Hurricanes generated some distortions in the third quarter economic data, but the underlying pace of growth appears to have
remained moderately strong.

Employment

Nonfarm payrolls should bounce back from hurricane effects, but the pace is expected to slow gradually as the job market
tightens and demographic constraints become binding.

Consumer Spending

Wage and job growth remain supportive. Spending slowed into early 3Q17. Autos sales, trending down in 2017, popped in
September (reflecting clearance promotions).

Business
Investment

Businesses remain generally optimistic. Capital spending should continue to improve. Exports and the rebound in energy
exploration have remained positive factors.

Manufacturing

Contrary to strong sentiment, factory output fell in 3Q17. The energy rebound and an improving global economy should provide
support, but motor vehicle production has softened.

Housing and
Construction

Monthly figures have been uneven, but the year-over-year trends in homebuilding and sales have remained strong. Limited
inventories and higher home prices have been restraints.

Inflation

Core inflation has fallen back after a higher start to the year. Some of that is due to temporary factors (wireless telecom services,
for example). Wage pressures have been moderate, but should pick up as the job market tightens further.

Monetary Policy

The Fed expects to raise short-term interest rates gradually and has begun to unwind its balance sheet. Personnel changes (three
vacancies on the Fed’s Board of Governors, Yellen’s term as chair runs to February 3) add uncertainty.

Long-Term Interest
Rates

The Fed’s balance sheet unwind ought to put some upward pressure on bond yields, but gradually. Low-to-moderate inflation
and low interest rates abroad are expected to prevent U.S. bond yields from rising too rapidly.

Fiscal Policy

State and local government budgets are in better shape, but spending growth appears limited. At the federal level, Congress has
moved toward tax cuts, but some hurdles remain and action is expected to add to the federal budget deficit (reported at $666
billion for FY17).

The Dollar

Expectations of tighter U.S. monetary policy have added some support for the dollar in recent months (following a weaker trend
in the first half of 2017).

Rest of the World

Brexit negotiations should be difficult for the U.K. and Chinese debt levels are a concern. However, the global economic outlook
has been improving. Possible missteps on trade policy (NAFTA) remains an important risk for the U.S. economic outlook.
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Key Calendar Dates
October 31 – Employment Cost Index (3Q17)
CB Consumer Confidence (October)
November 1 – ISM Manufacturing Index (October)
Motor Vehicle Sales (October)
FOMC Policy Decision (no press conference)
November 3 – Employment Report (October)
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index (October)
November 15 – Consumer Price Index (October)
Retail Sales (October)
November 16 – Industrial Production (October)
November 17 – Building Permits, Housing Starts (October)
November 22 – Durable Goods Orders (October)
FOMC Minutes (October 31 – November 1)
November 23 – Thanksgiving (markets closed)
December 8 – Employment Report (November)
December 13 – FOMC Policy Decision (Yellen press conference)
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Important Investor Disclosures
Raymond James & Associates (RJA) is a FINRA member firm and is responsible for the preparation and distribution of research created in the United States. Raymond James & Associates is
located at The Raymond James Financial Center, 880 Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, FL 33716, (727) 567-1000. Non-U.S. affiliates, which are not FINRA member firms, include the
following entities that are responsible for the creation and distribution of research in their respective areas: in Canada, Raymond James Ltd. (RJL), Suite 2100, 925 West Georgia Street,
Vancouver, BC V6C 3L2, (604) 659-8200; in Europe, Raymond James Euro Equities SAS (also trading as Raymond James International), 40, rue La Boetie, 75008, Paris, France, +33 1 45 64
0500, and Raymond James Financial International Ltd., Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London, England EC2A 2AG, +44 203 798 5600.
This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction
where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. The securities discussed in this document may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions.
This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not constitute a personal
recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. Past performance is not a guide to future performance,
future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.
For clients in the United States: Any foreign securities discussed in this report are generally not eligible for sale in the U.S. unless they are listed on a U.S. exchange. This report is being
provided to you for informational purposes only and does not represent a solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security in any state where such a solicitation would be illegal. Investing in
securities of issuers organized outside of the U.S., including ADRs, may entail certain risks. The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting
requirements of, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. There may be limited information available on such securities. Investors who have received this report may be prohibited in
certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing the securities mentioned in this report. Please ask your Financial Advisor for additional details and to determine if a particular security is
eligible for purchase in your state.
The information provided is as of the date above and subject to change, and it should not be deemed a recommendation to buy or sell any security. Certain information has been obtained
from third-party sources we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete. Persons within the Raymond James family of companies may have
information that is not available to the contributors of the information contained in this publication. Raymond James, including affiliates and employees, may execute transactions in the
securities listed in this publication that may not be consistent with the ratings appearing in this publication.
Raymond James (“RJ”) research reports are disseminated and available to RJ’s retail and institutional clients simultaneously via electronic publication to RJ's internal proprietary websites
(RJ Investor Access & RJ Capital Markets). Not all research reports are directly distributed to clients or third-party aggregators. Certain research reports may only be disseminated on RJ's
internal proprietary websites; however such research reports will not contain estimates or changes to earnings forecasts, target price, valuation, or investment or suitability rating.
Individual Research Analysts may also opt to circulate published research to one or more clients electronically. This electronic communication distribution is discretionary and is done only
after the research has been publically disseminated via RJ’s internal proprietary websites. The level and types of communications provided by Research Analysts to clients may vary
depending on various factors including, but not limited to, the client’s individual preference as to the frequency and manner of receiving communications from Research Analysts. For
research reports, models, or other data available on a particular security, please contact your RJ Sales Representative or visit RJ Investor Access or RJ Capital Markets.
Links to third-party websites are being provided for information purposes only. Raymond James is not affiliated with and does not endorse, authorize, or sponsor any of the listed
websites or their respective sponsors. Raymond James is not responsible for the content of any third-party website or the collection or use of information regarding any website’s users
and/or members.
Additional information is available on request.

Simple Moving Average (SMA) - A simple, or arithmetic, moving average is calculated by adding the closing price of the security for a number of time periods and then dividing this total by the
number of time periods.
Exponential Moving Average (EMA) - A type of moving average that is similar to a simple moving average, except that more weight is given to the latest data.
Relative Strength Index (RSI) - The Relative Strength Index is a technical momentum indicator that compares the magnitude of recent gains to recent losses in an attempt to determine
overbought and oversold conditions of an asset.
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International securities involve additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards, and possible political and economic instability. These risks are
greater in emerging markets.
Small-cap stocks generally involve greater risks. Dividends are not guaranteed and will fluctuate. Past performance may not be indicative of future results.
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of mutual funds and exchange-traded funds carefully before investing. The prospectus contains
this and other information about mutual funds and exchange –traded funds. The prospectus is available from your financial advisor and should be read carefully before investing.
Not approved for rollover solicitations.
For clients in the United Kingdom:
For clients of Raymond James Financial International Limited (RJFI): This document and any investment to which this document relates is intended for the sole use of the persons to
whom it is addressed, being persons who are Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients as described in the FCA rules or persons described in Articles 19(5) (Investment professionals)
or 49(2) (High net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) or any other person
to whom this promotion may lawfully be directed. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons and may not be relied upon by such
persons and is therefore not intended for private individuals or those who would be classified as Retail Clients.
For clients of Raymond James Investment Services, Ltd.: This report is for the use of professional investment advisers and managers and is not intended for use by clients.
For purposes of the Financial Conduct Authority requirements, this research report is classified as independent with respect to conflict of interest management. RJFI, and Raymond James
Investment Services, Ltd. are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom.
For clients in France:
This document and any investment to which this document relates is intended for the sole use of the persons to whom it is addressed, being persons who are Eligible Counterparties or
Professional Clients as described in “Code Monétaire et Financier” and Règlement Général de l’Autorité des Marchés Financiers. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly
or indirectly, to any other class of persons and may not be relied upon by such persons and is therefore not intended for private individuals or those who would be classified as Retail
Clients.
For clients of Raymond James Euro Equities: Raymond James Euro Equities is authorised and regulated by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution and the Autorité des
Marchés Financiers.
For institutional clients in the European Economic Area (EEA) outside of the United Kingdom:
This document (and any attachments or exhibits hereto) is intended only for EEA institutional clients or others to whom it may lawfully be submitted.
For Canadian clients:
This report is not prepared subject to Canadian disclosure requirements, unless a Canadian analyst has contributed to the content of the report. In the case where there is Canadian
analyst contribution, the report meets all applicable IIROC disclosure requirements.
Proprietary Rights Notice: By accepting a copy of this report, you acknowledge and agree as follows:
This report is provided to clients of Raymond James only for your personal, noncommercial use. Except as expressly authorized by Raymond James, you may not copy, reproduce, transmit,
sell, display, distribute, publish, broadcast, circulate, modify, disseminate or commercially exploit the information contained in this report, in printed, electronic or any other form, in any
manner, without the prior express written consent of Raymond James. You also agree not to use the information provided in this report for any unlawful purpose.
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